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WHY DO TEACHERS FIND THIS DIFFICULT?

▸Even with the  new curriculum, there 
is a LOT of specificity about what 
exactly to do at what grade level.



E.G. NEW BC  GRADE 4

▸Numbers to 10 000 can  be …
▸Place value: 1000s, 100s, 10s and 1s
▸Comparing and ordering fractions with 

common denominators



E.G. HOW DO WE DIFFERENTIATE THEN?

▸By focusing on big ideas, either BC’s  
or others’, and on  curricular  
competencies.



▸By using more open-ended 
questions where details are less  
specific and/or by using  parallel 
tasks.



E.G. POSSIBLE BIG IDEA: 
THAT DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIONS OF PATTERNS 
MIGHT MAKE IT EASIER (OR NOT)  TO DETERMINE 
FUTURE TERMS IN THE PATTERN



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸How does this picture help you   see 
the pattern  4, 7,  10, 13,….?



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸How does it help you figure out the  
50th term?



TABLE OF VALUES

TERM  NUMBER    TERM VALUE
1 4
2 7
3 10
4 13



SO I MIGHT ASK



E.G. POSSIBLE BIG IDEA: 
THAT KNOWING  SOME MEASUREMENTS OF A SHAPE   
MIGHT OR MIGHT NOT HELP YOU KNOW OTHER 
MEASUREMENTS



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸I know the area of a  ______.
▸What other measurements of  that 

shape do I also know? Which don’t  I 
know?



E.G. POSSIBLE BIG IDEA: 
THAT IF  I KNOW WHAT A PART IS, I CAN  FIGURE OUT 
THE WHOLE.



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸I know the point marked A is ______ 
of an amount.  Decide on the part.
▸How can I figure out the whole 

amount?

0                    A



E.G. POSSIBLE BIG IDEA: 
YOU CAN OFTEN ESTIMATE THE SOLUTION TO AN  
EQUATION WITHOUT SOLVING IT.



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸Choice 1:
▸Estimate each solution  WITHOUT 

SOLVING. Tell how:
▸3x + 2 = 584
▸4x – 3 = 612
▸70x – 20 =  61x



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸Choice 2:
▸Estimate each solution  WITHOUT 

SOLVING. Tell how:
▸3x + 28 = 9x + 4 
▸4x – 3 = 25x - 65



E.G. POSSIBLE BIG IDEA: 
ANY RATIO  SITUATION SHOWS MULTIPLE RATIOS 
AND MULTIPLE FRACTIONS AT THE SAME TIME



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸Choice 1:
▸Use models to show the ratios 3:5 

and 3:8 at the same time. What 
other ratios do you see?



SO I MIGHT ASK

▸Choice 2:
▸Use models to show the ratio 3:8 

and the fraction  3/5 at the same 
time. What other ratios  and fractions 
do you see?



CHOICE 1:  I SEE
5:8 5/8
5:3         5/3
8:5         8/5
8:3         8/3   AND ALSO 3/5 AND 3/8



CHOICE 1:  I SEE
5:8 5/8 3:13 3/13 5:13 5/13
5:3         5/3       ETC
8:5         8/5
8:3         8/3



MORE EXAMPLES



▸I looked at a clock and the hands 
were REALLY close together.
▸What time might it be?



▸I divided two numbers and the 
answer was 12. What might I have 
divided?





















ALTERING A QUESTION

▸It is not as hard as you might think 
to change a closed question into an 
open one.



HERE IS AN EXAMPLE

▸48 x 23 = ?   becomes
▸I multiply a number close to 50 by a 

number close to 20. Choose your 
numbers and multiply.
▸OR



OR

▸48 x 23 = ?   becomes
▸I multiply a 2-digit even number by 

a 2-digit odd number. 
▸Choose your numbers and multiply.



HERE IS AN EXAMPLE

▸What is the area of this 
parallelogram?    becomes
▸A parallelogram 
is taller than wide.
Choose values and
figure the area. 5 cm

8 cm



HERE IS AN EXAMPLE

▸ becomes



HERE IS AN EXAMPLE

▸ A pail is less than half full.
▸You add water and now it’s more 

than half full.
▸Choose fractions and write the 

addition  and subtraction involved.



YOU TRY

Choose a straightforward question 
you might  give your students and 
open it up.



DIFFERENTIATED ASSESSMENT

▸Focusing on bigger ideas and 
competencies
▸Providing choice (open or parallel)



WHAT MIGHT AN OPEN-ENDED ASSESSMENT 
QUESTION LOOK LIKE?



GRADE 4

▸Choose two numbers more than 100 to 
add.

▸Show two ways to do it and tell why 
you think one way might be easier than 
the other.



GRADE 4

▸The solution to an equation is 15.
▸What might the equation be?
▸How do you know?



GRADE 5

▸[]/15   is a LOT less than {}/80.
▸What are some reasonable values 

for the missing numerators?
▸How do you know?



GRADE 5

▸You solved a story problem by 
multiplying two numbers more than 10.

▸What could  the problem  have been? 



GRADE 6

▸The area of a very tall triangle is 
only 4 cm2. 
▸What could other  measurements of 

the triangle be?



GRADE 6

▸A triangle has one angle double 
another.

▸Which could it be: scalene, isosceles, 
equilateral, right, acute, obtuse? 
Explain.



GRADE 6

▸A factor tree looks like this.
▸What number could have been 

factored? Show your thinking.



GRADE 7

▸A point on a coordinate grid is quite 
far to the right and way lower than 
the origin. What could the 
coordinates be?



GRADE 7

▸You add two integers and the 
answer is negative.
▸What do you know  about the 

integers? What do you not know?



GRADE 7

▸The 15%  tip  on a restaurant bill is 
more than $3. What do you know 
about the bill?



GRADE 8

▸Draw a picture to estimate the 
square root of a number that is not a 
perfect square.



GRADE 8

▸The value of an expression 
decreases when n  increases.
▸What could the expression be?



PARALLEL ASSESSMENT
▸You may want to know if a student could 

be successful if only the details were 
simpler.

▸So  you could either only ask the simple 
question or use  parallel assessments, e.g.



A GRADE 6 EXAMPLE



IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE

▸marian.small@gmail.com
▸@marian_small


